Latin American Studies

Contact: Professor Ignacio Sánchez Prado
Phone: 314-935-5175
Email: isanchez@wustl.edu
Website: http://lasprogram.wustl.edu

Faculty

Core Faculty

Mabel Moraña (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/mabel-morana/)
William H. Gass Professor in Arts & Sciences
PhD, University of Minnesota
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Ignacio Sánchez Prado (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/ignacio-sanchez-prado/)
Jarvis Thurston and Mona Van Duyn Professor in the Humanities
PhD, University of Pittsburgh
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Eliza Williamson (https://lasprogram.wustl.edu/people/k-eliza-williamson/)
Lecturer
PhD, Rice University
(Latin American Studies; Romance Languages and Literatures)

Faculty with Courtesy Appointments

Bret Gustafson (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/bret-gustafson/)
Professor
PhD, Harvard University
(Anthropology)

Ila Sheren (http://arthistory.artsci.wustl.edu/people/ila-sheren/)
Associate Professor
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(Art History and Archaeology)

Miguel Valerio (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/miguel-valerio/)
Assistant Professor
PhD, Ohio State University
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Faculty Specialized in Latin America

William Acree (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/william-acree/)
Professor
PhD, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Sarah Baitzel (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/sarah-baitzel/)
Assistant Professor
PhD, University of California, San Diego
(Anthropology)

J. Andrew Brown (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/j-andrew-brown/)
Professor
PhD, University of Virginia
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Rebecca Clouser (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/rebecca-clouser/)
Lecturer
PhD, Indiana University
(International and Area Studies)

Brian Crisp (https://polisci.wustl.edu/people/brian-crisp/)
Professor
PhD, University of Michigan
(Political Science)

Javier García-Liendo (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/javier-garcia-liendo/)
Associate Professor
PhD, Princeton University
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Steven Hirsch (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/steven-j-hirsch/)
Professor of Practice
PhD, George Washington University
(International and Area Studies)

Stephanie Kirk (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/stephanie-kirk/)
Professor
PhD, New York University
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Tabea Linhard (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/tabea-alexa-linhard/)
Professor
PhD, Duke University
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Diana Montaño (https://history.wustl.edu/people/diana-montano/)
Assistant Professor
PhD, University of Arizona
(History)

Christina Ramos (https://history.wustl.edu/people/christina-ramos/)
Assistant Professor
PhD, Harvard University
(History)

Guillermo Rosas (https://polisci.wustl.edu/people/guillermo-rosas/)
Professor
PhD, Duke University
(Political Science)
Elzbieta Sklodowska (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/elzbieta-sklodowska/)
Randolph Family Professor in Arts & Sciences
PhD, Washington University
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

**Professors Emeriti**

David L. Browman (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/david-browman/)
PhD, Harvard University
(Anthropology)

Pedro C. Cavalcanti (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/pedro-c-cavalcanti/)
PhD, University of Warsaw
(Anthropology)

David Freidel (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/david-freidel/)
PhD, Harvard University
(Anthropology)

John F. Garganigo (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/john-garganigo/)
PhD, University of Illinois
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Joseph Schraibman (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/joseph-schraibman/)
PhD, University of Illinois
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Richard J. Walter (https://history.wustl.edu/people/richard-walter/)
PhD, Stanford University
(History)